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• This online version of my talk will be 
stripped of most graphics.

• I’ve included the discussion text to make 
it more understandable.

Online Format



Cyber War
There is open warfare raging on the Internet.   Organized groups, some are even 

state sponsored.  There are Billions of dollars to be had for the winners.

They are particularity interested in attacking health care providers – JUST LIKE 

YOU – since they are aware that you have external pressures w.r.t. data security –

ePHI and HIPAA.

They can extract money from you even if you can survive and recover from the 

initial ransomware attack as they will now exfiltrate some key data to threaten to 

expose or auction causing a HIPAA violation you are desperate to avoid.  BTW –

the HIPAA violation already began the moment they got access to your systems.



Ransomware Pandemic

Normally I would begin my discussion by telling a recent horror 

gore story about some Orthodontic Practice like yours that was 

decimated by Ransomware, and the impacts and COSTS of the 

recovery.

BUT – today I am going to defer that to the next speaker Mr. Gary 

Salman since he’s going to be covering that.



Head in the Sand

There may be some of you in the audience vaguely aware that this risk 

exists for your business (your Practice is a business after all) but unclear 

where to start.

“I haven’t been hacked yet doing what we’ve been doing – so it must be 

good enough” 

I would argue that most of my clients can do better, and I know the risk 

they are under.   The challenge is evolving day to day (not by month or 

year).   

As the IT team, we are the underdog trying to catch up with defenses to 

counter a highly motivated offense.



• My TOP 5 ‘gotta do’s’

• I’d like you to keep track of how many you Ace

• At the end we’ll compare

Keeping Score Today



Security Building Blocks

Brick Wall Analogy

Cybersecurity is a VERY large topic.   Trying to make your Practice 
‘secure’ all at once is overwhelming
Bite sized chunks – start with one or two, add more as you are 
ready to adopt them.  

Make it easy for yourself.   Don’t start with all unless you can 
really tackle them all.  
Set a goal to add them at some pace that makes sense.



Security Starts with You

Sounds cliché – but this is the single most 
important factor in your Practices security.



Cybersecurity Mantra

You as the businesses leader must believe 

and commit to having an organization that 

takes Cybersecurity seriously in order to 

mitigate the business risk.



• As the leader you must Commit to it

• Security is a CEO decision

– you cannot delegate this

• It’s EASY – just decide right now!

• You have to live the mantra along with your team

Cyber Security Mantra



• Communicate with your Team

• Explain the risks and your commitment

• Motivate and Enable others to act

Move the Mantra Forward



• Decided for yourself?

– Willing to commit resources?

• Communicated this mantra to your team?

• Enabled others to make it happen?

Mantra Grade?



Educate your Team
This is the single most important defense for Ransomware, Spyware 

and Viruses.

When I think about our company and our survival I am amazed.  It is an IT 

company with 50 internet obsessed nerds doing all sorts of crazy stuff.   

We’ve been fortunate so far to have just one near miss.  Why a near miss –
opened a phish from a customer and realized, and shut it down before the 
damage was done.

The fact that we are educated to the risks helps us be safer Internet 

users, and reduces the number of risks.   DOESN’T ELIMINATE, but 

helps.



• Most breaches are started by a staff member being 
successfully ‘Phished’

– Clicked a link

– Opened an attachment

– Fooled by a faked email

Most likely Source of a Breach



• They don’t have this knowledge when hired

• Use a structured setting

• Share the risks and your concerns

• Make it clear this is now Practice culture

Educate your Team



• Build it into HR

– Cybersecurity Policy

– Part of employment manual

– Onboarding training

– Peer mentoring

Educate your Team



• Have knowledgeable people train them about 
Cybersecurity risks

– Phishing attacks

– ePHI

Educate your Team



• Build good habits from the start with new hires

• Old dawgs don’t like to learn new tricks

• Make it clear that non-compliance and/or 
circumvention puts the Practice at great risk

Educate your Team



• Have your staff be specifically informed of the 
mantra?

• Is it part of HR?

• Do you have specific annual training course of 
HIPAA and security awareness?

• Are you trained, not just them?

Team Training Grade?



Security Focused IT Team

The next most important 

factor is to work with a 

Security Focused IT Team.



• Unless you DIY – you need to find your own nerds that 
believe in this Mantra

• Sadly they may only pay lip service to it just to tick the 
box, and nobody really notices until its too late.

• Talk to your IT company’s manager about your own 
commitment, and judge their response

• Get an external third party audit done to see the 
current state of your network.

Use a Security Focused IT Company



• They may be beat down about this

– by their clients relentless demand to minimize costs

– By their clients relentless complaints about the hassles

– By the software companies poor designs that just prefer 
that security it defeated

• They throw in the towel and have a lax standard that 
functionally works for most Practices at a minimal cost, 
but is less than ideal.

Have they given up?



• Give them the approval for the extra effort to raise the 
bar for you

– Expect there will be some modest costs to this

• You don’t have to build the entire brick wall all at once

– Spread the costs

– Easier on the staff training

– Start with the most important bits

Enable Them!



Are they at least Doing the Basics?



• Do they run their own business as safe and secure as 
you want yours to be?

• They have the Keys to YOUR kingdom!

• Hackers are deliberately attacking IT companies in order 
to attack 100’s of their clients at a time

Do they drink the Kool-aid?



• Have you shared your Mantra specifically and clearly?

• Do you see them evolving the security?

• If you don’t see any activity from them, don’t assume its 
happening

IT Team Grade?



Advanced Internet Firewall

Your firewall

Firewalls job is multifaceted, but in short
Link all your PCs onto the internet
Obscure your PCs from them
Defend itself

It’s got one foot firmly on the Internet, 
and it WILL be getting bombarded by 
hackers



Smarter Internet Firewall

But that’s only the tip of the iceberg
An advanced firewall needs to protect you from the 
mistakes you’ll make

Remember that most issues start by staff 
A basic firewall just passes the traffic in and out

If you have one of these old relics you are at risk.



• Not just a regular Internet Firewall

• Does all sorts of new tricks

Advanced Security Internet Firewall



GeoBlocking

Enabling Geo Blocking in UTM to turn off any access to or 
from a country

• Block hostile nation states that you don’t have any 
interaction with.

• Some Ransomware can’t phone home.
• Requires tuning and configuration



• Keeping you from known bad sites

• If you click on a link that it knows is going to a 
website that has bad stuff, it won’t let you do it.

Reputation Enabled Defense (RED)



• Many Practices own these, but the features are Turned Off

• It is NOT a Set & Forget device

Advanced Security Internet Firewall



• Do you know that you have an advanced security 
Internet firewall?

– Is it less than 5 years old?

• Do you know that all the security features are actively 
enabled?

Firewall Grade?



Antivirus Software

There are so many more topics we could/should be 

talking about, but there isn’t time.  Backups, Passwords, 

Windows Patching, Cyber Insurance, managed 

AV/EPDR

Antivirius/Malware/Bad Thing  detection

We are talking about defending here.  Line of last 

defense.



• Stops the well knowns

– Only defending about 50% of the threats

• Installed on EVERY PC and Server

• Needs to be Managed (overseen by 
someone skilled proactively)

Antivirus Application



• New thing - EPDR

• Trying to detect the Unknown 50%

– Looks for peculiar behavior patterns

• Must be Managed

– Not ‘Run and Done’

Endpoint Protection Detection & Response



• Do you have Antivirus on every device? 

– Is it actively Managed?

• Do you have EPDR on every device?

– Is it actively Managed?

AV and EPDR Grade



Final Grade?

0

1

2

3

4

5

Any score less than perfect is a FAIL.  All a 

hacker needs is one chance.



• Set your Practices Mantra

• Communicate with your Team and Train

• Enable your Security Focused IT Team

• Fully Utilize an Advanced Internet Firewall

• Utilize Antivirus and Dynamic Threat Response Software

Take Aways…..



Thank You!

steve@mmeconsulting.com

Presentation online at 

www.mmeconsulting.com/Presentations

Come visit me at Booth 1413


